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Thank you, HPE, for supporting open source software and 
for allowing me to be here today.

About me
VM (Vicky) Brasseur

 @vmbrasseur
 vmbrasseur
 pyconau@vmbrasseur.com

Thank you, HPE, for loving open 
source! !
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Will Cover
• Definitions of "drive-thru"

• Disadvantages of Drive-thrus

• Advantages of Drive-thrus & why it matters

• How to Maximize Drive-thrus
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This is a very important subject, but it's larger than this presentation can handle. 
However, it's worth noting that implementing the methods described here should help 
drive-thrus want to return your project and become community members.

Will NOT Cover
• How to convert a drive-thru to a repeating contributor
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Please save questions 
for after the talk
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For the purposes of this talk, a contribution only means something which you commit to version control. I will not 
address any of the other very important ways to contribute, such as opening or triaging issues, managing the 
community, project management, etc. Most of these other ways to contribute require a longer commitment to the 
project, which (by definition) the drive-thru contributor is lacking.

Definitions…
• Contribution

• Code, documentation, design document, etc. Something which can 
be committed to version control.

• Contributor

• Someone who submits/commits their work to the project.

• Drive-thru Contributor

• Someone who makes a single contribution and then disappears 
from your project entirely.
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Let's start by talking about some of the characteristics of both the 
drive-thru contributions and the people who make them.
I ran a little Twitter survey then a bunch of interviews asking people 
about their experiences with drive-thru contributions and contributors. 
What follows springs largely from that.

Contributions & 
Contributors
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While there are, of course, other possible characteristics, 
most drive-thru contributions usually fall into one or more 
of these four categories.
- Self-service: They have a bug they need fixed, so they fix 
it.
^ - Work-related: A work project requires a fix or feature.
^ - Special project or use case: For instance, they need to 
get your project to run on Commodore 64
^ - Documentation addition/fix: Because we all love fixing 
typos

Categories of drive-thru 
contributions
• Self-service

• Work-related

• Special project or use case

• Documentation addition/fix
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See? The contributions are easy to cover. It's just code or text. Contributors, on 
the other hand, are people, and people are far more complicated than code.

Contributors
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Let's start with this question. Why DO they show up to your project?
Most commonly, they just have an itch to scratch. There's a bug which 
is, uh, bugging them. An error in the documentation. An enhancement 
they made for a task for which they're using your project.
Sometimes they only show up because they have no choice. Either no 
other project has the required features or they've inherited usage of 
the project due to work or some other factor. 
More often than that, though, they really like your project and want to 
contribute. These people don't have the time or energy to contribute 
very much. 

Why do they show up at all?
• Scratching an itch

• Unable/unwilling to find an alternative to this project

• They like you. They really like you.
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So those are some of the reasons why someone might show up to your project, but why don't they stick 
around? Why do these people leave after making only one contribution?
The most common reason for them leaving is that they see no need to stick around. They've scratched 
their particular itch and are moving on with their lives. 
The second most common reason for a drive-thru contrib not sticking around is that they just don't have 
the time required to contribute again. Often this is because their lives are busy, and there's nothing you, as 
a project organizer, can do about that. Time is a scarce resource and there's rarely enough of it to go 
around.
But sometimes they don't return because the project's contribution process itself takes too much time and 
effort. The return on investment is just not good enough for them to try this again. The project can do 
something to fix this and we'll talk about how soon.
Sometimes your drive-thru contribs will leave because they've stopped using the project. Sometimes this 
is unrelated to your project. For instance, the contributor may have moved to a job which doesn't use that 
project. Or perhaps they had to move from a relational database to a schemaless.
Other times the contributor leaves because of some element of the project itself. Perhaps it's too difficult 
to use and maintain. Perhaps it doesn't have the features which the contributor needs/wants/likes. 
Some contributors leave after making a single contribution purely because it's difficult to contribute to your 
project. The process is convoluted and often isn't documented. What little communication there is is slow. 
It just takes too much time and effort to navigate the complexities, so it's not worth their time to come back 
and contribute again. In a couple minutes we'll talk about some ways to fix these problems.
If a contributor HAS taken the time to navigate the process for your project and doesn't receive any 
gratitude, recognition, or appreciation for their contribution, they are unlikely to want to come back to try 
again.
And, I am very sorry to say, sometimes your contributor becomes a drive-thru because the project harbors 
and tolerates assholes and assholery. Rudeness and/or dismissive comments can drive away a contributor. 
Some of the respondents to my survey said that they had left projects because the core contributors took 
credit for the contributor's work. Another said that they couldn't stand the "snark club" attitude of a project.

Why do they leave?
• Scratched their particular itch

• No time

• Stopped using the project

• Difficult to contribute

• Not appreciated

• Assholes
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Some of the people with whom I spoke about drive-thru contributors expressed 
contempt for them and used this as a rationalization for their rude and dismissive 
behavior toward drive-thrus. While I don't agree with these people or their behavior, 
it's worth touching upon their thoughts as to the disadvantages of drive-thru 
contributors.
One complaint is that it takes a lot of time for the core contributors to help each new 
contributor. They feel that time is wasted if the contributor never returns.
Some project organizers resent drive-thrus because there's no chance of them 
becoming community members.

Disadvantages
• It takes time

• Not community
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That's because a lot project organizers visualize their projects 
needs in this way.
The foundation, the most important part to them, is the 
community. After that comes contributors/contributions and 
finally the least vital (yet still very important) are the core 
contributors.
Community becomes valued more than anything else.
Don't get me wrong: I love community and I do everything I can 
to foster it, but…

"They're not 
community."
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Whereas this is the actual hierarchy of needs for most projects. 
It is impossible to have community without contributors. It is 
impossible to have a project at all without contributions.
Despite that, many projects act with hostility toward drive-thru 
contributors and resenttheir contributions.
This is wrong.

Without 
contributors
you have no 
community.
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I have a modest proposal to make…
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Contrary to dirve-thrus being burdensome, I argue instead that they can be one of the 
best things to happen to your project. Furthermore, I believe that the number of drive-
thrus on a project can act as a very valuable metric for project health.

I have a modest proposal to make…

An ever-increasing number of 
drive-thru contributors is one 
possible sign of a healthy project. 
A project with very few drive-
thru contributors may not be 
healthy.
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All of which mean it is more likely to be a healthy project. 

If you have more drive-thru 
contributors it means…
• More people are looking at the project

• More people are using the project

• More people are able to contribute to the project

• Validation of the process

• More contributors exist to convert to community members
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Drive-thrus add a lot to your project. (surprise! ok not so 
much)

Advantages to the 
project
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First of all, the maximization means improving the contribution process. Without a robust and 
clear process, not only will it be difficult for people to contribute, but a difficult process means 
the investment of considerably more time by the cores and other community members.

Improved Process!
• Open, Clear, Direct, Unambiguous
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Naturally, better processes require and lead to better communication 
routes. This helps everyone involved with the project.

Better communication routes!
• Open, Clear, Direct, Unambiguous
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And then, of course, there's the obvious one: 
Better numbers.
More drive-thrus == more contributors
^ More contributors == more contributions
^ Better process == faster time to patch merge
^ More contributions + better process == 
faster time to release

Improved numbers!
• More contributions and contributors

• Faster time to merge and release
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Per Linus' Law: "With enough eyes, all bugs are shallow." Drive-thru contributors get you 
those eyes. They also fix those bugs, as well as add test and documentation coverage.

Higher quality project!
• More bugs located

• More bugs fixed

• More tests coverage

• More documentation coverage
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The changes necessary to maximize drive-thru contributors lead to a much 
healthier project culture. It's seen as more welcoming, helpful, and friendly.

Happier project culture!
• More welcoming, helpful, friendly
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This turns into a beneficial cycle. Better reputation, more 
contributors, better project, more exposure, repeat
Who doesn't love their project having a good reputation? 
Nothing but good can come of that.

Better project reputation!
• Seen as more accessible

• Can lead to more exposure

• Can lead to more project adoption
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In a couple minutes I'm going to list a number of actions you can take to maximize the 
number of drive-thru contributors on your project, but note that these actions don't 
benefit solely those drive-thrus.
Even if you don't usually get many drive-thru contributors, these are actions which 
you should still consider. Implementing even one or two of them will improve your 
project.

Healthier project 
overall!

The actions required to maximize 
drive-thru contributors will also 

lead to a healthier project overall.
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OK, I've told you what drive-thru contributors/contributions are. I've 
told you why you should care. Now let's get into some tips for how 
to make it happen.
How do you maximize the drive-thru contributions for your project?

Methods for 
maximizing drive-
thru contributions
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The best way to maximize drive-thru contributions is to make it easy for 
people to contribute. The best way to do that is to document, document, 
document.
Documentation gives your project super powers. It can increase the number 
of contributions, improve the quality of those contributions, and save a lot 
of time and frustration for your core contributors and the community.
Don't have to implement ALL of these suggestions. Pick one or two for 
starters, iterate on them, add more into the mix, repeat.Epicurus

Documentation!
• Ensure efficient & successful contributions by providing all 

necessary information up-front.

• Save time by minimizing questions.

• Standardize processes.
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Think of this as a sort of "start here" sign.
Minimizes the "where do I start?" 
questions.
Important to make this one very obvious & 
easy to find.
One of those links should be to…

Documentation: Quick Start 
Guide
• High-level summary

• Links to all relevant docs
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A how-to contribute guide can work wonders for 
increasing drive-thrus.
Makes it evident what steps are necessary to get a 
contribution accepted.
Minimize "what do I do next" or "how do I start" 
questions.

Documentation: How-to 
Contribute
• Step-by-step guide

• Checklists are spiffy!
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A lot of the questions which drive-thru or first time contributors have start with the words, 
"Whom do I ask about…". If you want to make their experience more pleasant while also 
minimizing the number of these questions which arise, answer them up-front.
It's also important to be clear about the preferred communication routes for your project. Mailing 
list preferred? IRC? Slack? Or do you prefer to handle everything via the issue tracker? You can't 
fault people for not using the preferred communication routes if you do tell them what they are.
If your project has a lot of drive-thrus or new contributors, consider having a dedicated 
communication route for them. Not only will it provide a safe space for new contributors to ask 
questions, it can also enable them to help each other. And, not to be ignored, it reduces the 
basic questions with which the normal communication route might be pelted.

Documentation: Communication 
routes
• Whom to contact, for what, and how

• Dedicated communication routes for new contributors
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Won't go into this one in detail in this session since it's already 
covered so well elsewhere (and I'm short on time).
Your not seeing/hearing of bad behavior does not mean it 
doesn't happen, just that you don't see/hear of it.
Having a CoC won't hurt your existing community and will tell 
new contributors that you take their safety seriously.
- Expected behavior -> "respect toward all participants…"
^ - Unacceptable behavior -> "descrimination, abuse in any 
form…"
^ - Consequences -> "from coaching in appropriate behavior 
to exclusion from the event/community…"
^ - Methods for reporting -> "write $email, use this 
$anonchannel, talk to $thesepeople…
^ - Methods for deciding consequences -> Discussions should 
not be in public, but methods used for deciding should be.

Documentation: Code of Conduct
• Shows the project respects the welfare of all contributors
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There may be a lot of people who contribute to your project. Or there may just be a 
few. Regardless, it's helpful to everyone involved if you provide a who's who list.
This helps drive-thru and new contributors know whom to contact should they have 
questions or problems with certain parts of the project and can reduce the number 
of unnecessary or confused questions in the project communication channels.

Documentation: Who's Who
• Project leaders, Core contributors, Subject Matter experts

• Sub-teams
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Telling people what's necessary to gain core status can be empowering and 
inspiring. It gives people a target at which to aim. It also standardizes the skills and 
requirements for core contributors, evening that playing field. Doing so can reduce 
biases (intentional or not).
If your project is large enough to have elections, document how they are performed 
and how often.
Also, it's important to document how folks can change governance for the project. 
This is often forgotten when a project establishes a governance model, so the 
project evolves but the governance does not.

Documentation: Rules and 
Processes
• How to become core

• Elections & governance
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Letting people know the roadmap and release schedule allows them to determine 
when/whether their drive-thru contribution might be welcome and available.
Having a roadmap and release schedule can also be convenient when explaining to 
drive-thru contributors why their particular contribution can't be released 
immediately and must instead be a part of this well documented and public process.

Documentation: Project roadmap
• Release schedule

• Features planned for each release

• How to get a patch into a release
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Almost no project does this, but it's tremendously helpful for drive-
thrus and for new contributors of all stripes.
Few things make people feel excluded quite like not understanding 
the language and not getting the joke.
If you want people to submit effective contributions and consider 
sticking around afterward, document the language your project uses 
and the jokes it shares. It will make people feel good and feel included.

Documentation: Jargon, 
acronyms, abbreviations
• Jargon, acronyms, abbreviations

• Inside jokes
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OK, that's all I'm going to say about documentation at the moment. Now on to 
another method for maximizing drive-thru contributors to your project: Mentoring
There are many ways in which your project can provide mentoring for drive-thrus.
Code review on their contributions is a good start, which can also help to improve 
and standardize the quality of code and documention in the project as a whole.
Having core contributors and other community members keep publicly posted 
office hours gives drive-thrus a good way to find the help needed to get their 
contribution submitted quickly and cleanly. It also frees up a lot more uninterrupted 
time for everyone else and allow them to focus on their other project and life duties.
Hackfests can be a great way to provide hands-on mentoring for those who want 
to contribute to your project. These people may never contribute again, but at least 
they've done it once and you have yet another contribution to your project. These 
don't have to be anything formal. Just a call out that a group will be meeting up at a 
certain cafe/bar/library and that new contributors are encouraged to drop by will 
do.

Mentoring!
• Code review

• Office hours

• Hackfests

• New contributor events
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You undoubtedly have a lot of processes involved with your project. Documenting those is a 
good first step to maximizing drive-thrus, but there are some improvements which you might 
consider as well.
Tagging starter bugs is a common tactic for helping new contributors, but it can also be handy 
for drive-thrus. It's especially useful when you have that person who loves your project but 
doesn't have the time to do more than one contribution. Making it small and attainable makes it 
more likely that they'll be able to make that contribution.
Providing an SLA of a sort to contributors not only sets up communication expectations for them, 
it also can reduce the workload on the rest of the community. If a drive-thru contributor knows 
that it could take up to three days to hear back on their patch, they may not immediately submit 
it then poke for someone to review it, thereby interupting someone's focus.
Finally, providing a container/VM image of the dev environment can make it considerably easier 
for someone to show up, scratch their itch, and then get out without having to spend a day and a 
half fighting to get just the right versions of packages and tools installed.

Process improvements!
• Tag starter bugs

• Have a contributor SLA (service level agreement)

• Container/VM image of the dev environment
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And, finally, there are some things you can do 
with the project culture in order to make it more 
conducive to drive-thru contributors.
Core team can lead by example here.
Helping others not seen a a distraction.

Culture!
• Value contributions & their contributors

• Culture of documentation

• Default to assistance
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Part of the culture change should be one of increasing 
communication.

Outreach!
• Express gratitude & recognize contributors

• Follow-up

• How was their experience?

• How can the process improve?

• Why did they leave?
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But, most importantly, your project could institute a No Asshole Rule. We all know that most 
projects have "That Person" in them, that person who says offensive and rude things, that 
asshole. These people don't exist in projects because ¯_( )_/¯ Oh, People Will Be People. These 
assholes existin projects because they are tolerated. Instituting a No Asshole Rule helps with that.
However, caution is needed. It doesn't help to have a no asshole rule if you're an asshole when 
you're telling the asshole to stop their assholery. Be empathetic but firm.

NO ASSHOLE RULE
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Gratitude!
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Several people responded to an impromptu survey I performed. All of those listed here 
spent time to communicate with me about their experiences on both sides of the drive-
thru contribution process.

Survey respondents
 @gwaldo
 @akrabat
 @lestrrat
 @scrottie
 @agjhnsn
 @matthieunapoli
 @isagalaev
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Talk Reviewers
 @genehack
 @chrisjrn
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Brainstorming
 @stephenrwalli
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Slides are available RIGHT NOW 
at:
https://archive.org/details/pyconau2016-drivethru

@vmbrasseur
pyconau@vmbrasseur.com
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